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Lionwood is a team of digital experts who are passionate about building innovative, 

effective, and impactful software solutions. We put our clients first, ensuring that we 

deliver outstanding digital products to align with your goals and help your business grow.



Since 2017, we have delivered tailored solutions to match organizations’ unique needs 

within the context of the current business landscape plus a decade beyond it. Our team 

members are committed to crafting software that achieves a win-win result and assists in 

achieving more than even its ultimate goals.



We work with:

Early stage and mature startups Mid-size companies Enterprises



Lionwood.software in 

numbers:
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7+
years of experience

79+
clients worldwide

50%
development cost reduction

75%
Middle and Senior specialists

4.9
rating on Clutch

4.9
rating on Feedbax
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https://lionwood.software
https://clutch.co/profile/lionwoodsoftware#highlights
https://clutch.co/profile/lionwoodsoftware#highlights
https://feedbax.io/profile/lionwood-software
https://feedbax.io/profile/lionwood-software


Our

Services

How do we help your business to achieve the result?
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Web Development Mobile Development UI/UX Design

Dedicated Teams Staff Augmentation Discovery Phase
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We cover

Domains04
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EdTech Media & Entertainment Transportation & Logistics HealthCare

Big Data & AI IoT Gambling Web 3



OUR TOP

technologies05

C# .net Node.JS PYTHON React.JS Vue.JS

Angular Javascript Typescript Swift Kotlin Flutter
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Types of

Contracts06
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Time & Materials

The Client pays a supplier for work according to Time & 

Materials used

Fixed Price

The Client and the Supplier agree on a fixed price

Dedicated Team

The Supplier provides the Client with the team that 

works on the Client’s project only for fixed monthly cost



The collaboration

Life-cycle07

DISCOVER (INITIAL ASSESSMENT)

During the first step, our  company studies the project, collects business 

and technical requirements, and estimates potential project success and relevance.

web development

DEFINE AND VALIDATE

We  and define the required scope of the website’s functionality 

to gather and allocate resources needed for implementation.

validate the project idea

DESIGN AND ITERATE

Our  include building prototypes, wireframes, user 

flows, navigation, mockups, and the general style of the future website depending on the 

client's requirements and users' expectations.

web design and development services

DEVELOP

Based on the technical specifications, we start bringing your vision to reality through our 

full-cycle web design and development services. Once the UX/UI design phase is finished, 

we proceed to the back-end and front-end engineering using the best-suited tech stack.

TEST

The project undergoes rigorous testing, including manual, automation, and end-to-end 

testing throughout the entire production flow to ensure the high performance, flawless 

functionality, and exceptional usability of the delivered web solution.

DEPLOY (or project migration)

Once the website or web application is built, we proceed to the deployment (project 

migration) and regression testing.

SUPPORT

After we develop the software, we can assist you in maintaining the software upon your 

request (for an extra cost), helping to implement new features for the future app release 

and conducting regular optimizations.
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Our

Values08

Our values are based on  and . Business 

is not just money. It's not only about coding, design, or testing, 

but mainly working on something meaningful, being 

passionate about about what you are doing, and creating 

something that can change the world.

Meaningfulness Passion
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successful

projects09

EdTech/Learning Management System

NIT (derived from Ukrainian НІТ (Навчання і Технології)

Digital future of Ukrainian education.

EdTech Mobile development Web Development

About the project

One overarching app (both Web and Mobile) with built-in chat that provides remote 

learning, class management, and communication tools in one place. All you need to 

organize a successful education process is in your pocket and it doesn't matter whether 

you are a teacher, headmaster, student or a parent. Educational Platform is aimed at 

schools all over Ukraine and has over 200 000 users.
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Blockchain

Lingon

Digital certificates on the Blockchain

Blockchain Mobile development web development

About the project

Mobile app that creates and manages unique certificates on the Blockchain-based 

technology in order to check the originality of a product with the help of QR code which 

shows the information about the product after being scanned. The solution providing 

digital certificates on Blockchain makes it possible to prove both the authenticity and 

ownership of unique assets, track number of limited products, as well as provide all 

highly relevant info about goods in one app. Authorization in the app is possible by 

phone number, or ID/biometric.
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Transportation & Logistics

D-transport

Public transport route search system

АІ/ML transport& logistics mobile development UI/UX

About the project

Digital service powered by AI that provides live and offline data on public transport 

routes and navigation in the urban settings. The platform includes a mobile application 

for iOS and Android, a website, and an admin panel for the entire system. The app gives 

real-time information about all types of public transport (bus, metro, tram, trolleybus) 

and provides the possibility to track it. It also shows local public transport fares, uses AI 

to define the cheapest or shortest route, and updates users on route changes via Push 

notifications.



Our

Clients12

Lviv, Ukraine

Newark, DE
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63%

USA clients

26%

Western Europe

11%


Northern Europe



Our

clients & partners13
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lingon kleintech bytebrand expandi scoutbee shyft ds

LubeAvto dizmo VAS into youteam unbroken qubstudio

cluster Lviv city council constructify fetchapp eventcloud cherrycheckout



WHAT

our clients say14

Frontend Dev Services for 

SaaS Product

Feb. 2020 - Ongoing

"I’m impressed with their quick 

communication."

The team at Lionwood.software met 

expectations. Their proactive 

approach complemented their 

efficient project management style. 

Their responsive communication is 

also noteworthy. The reliable team 

comes well recommended from the 

client.

Glenn Miseroy

CTO, LeadExpress

Custom Software Dev for 

Blockchain Startup

May 2021 - June 2021

”We have been working with the team 

at Lionwood for almost two years now 

and are very happy with the 

collaboration. The developers and 

project coordinators are always 

thoughtful, pro-active and highly 

competent and the commercial team 

has shown a great customer-oriented 

mindset and flexibility in all stages of 

our cooperation. We can only give our 

best recommendations.”

Christian Listérus

Co-Founder, Lingon Certificates

Web Dev for Outsourced 

Development Company

June 2018 - Ongoing

"Their developers have become an 

inseparable part of our team."

The team has proven to be a reliable 

partner. Lionwood.software’s 

developers demonstrate technical 

expertise that consistently yields 

high-quality work in WordPress and 

PHP. Professional, adaptive, and 

diligent, they receive feedback well 

and grasp needs quickly, enabling a 

seamless collaboration.

Ivan Nordgaimer

COO, Bytebrand

UX Design for Automotive 

Company

Aug. 2021 - June 2022

"It was a great sync between our 

team and their development team."

Lionwood.software's staffers have 

received praise and positive feedback 

highlighting the high quality of their 

work. They seamlessly integrated with 

the internal team and display a great 

level of thoroughness and expertise. 

Quick turnarounds and proactive 

suggestions are hallmarks of their 

work.

George Arkin

Owner, Automotive Company
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RECOGNITIONS AND AWARDS15
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Striving for perfect solutions that endure and help 

thrive.

Follow us:

https://www.facebook.com/Lionwood.software/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/lionwood.software
https://www.instagram.com/lionwoodsoftware/
https://lionwood.software/
https://twitter.com/Lionwood_inc

